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Abstract: CNN is a major model used for image-based recognition tasks, including gait recognition,
and many CNN-based network structures and/or learning frameworks have been proposed. Among
them, we focus on approaches that use multiple labels for learning, typified by multi-task learning.
These approaches are sometimes used to improve the accuracy of the main task by incorporating
extra labels associated with sub-tasks. The incorporated labels for learning are usually selected from
real tasks heuristically; for example, gender and/or age labels are incorporated together with subject
identity labels. We take a different approach and consider a virtual task as a sub-task, and incorporate
pseudo output labels together with labels associated with the main task and/or real task. In this paper,
we focus on a gait-based person recognition task as the main task, and we discuss the effectiveness
of virtual tasks with different pseudo labels for construction of a CNN-based gait feature extractor.
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1 Introduction

Gait recognition is a biometric person authentication method that utilizes features ex-

tracted from walking motion for recognition. There are two major approaches for gait

recognition: model-based approaches [BJ01, YNC04, AN12], and model-free/appearance-

based approaches [HB06, BXG09, LCL11]. In this paper, we focus on appearance-based

approaches.

Appearance-based approaches utilize walking image sequences and extract image-based

gait descriptors, such as gait energy image (GEI) [HB06], gait entropy image (GEnI) [BXG09],

and gait flow image (GFI) [LCL11], from the image sequences. Recently, employing con-

volutional neural networks (CNNs) is the mainstream approach [Sh16, Wu17, Ta18]. Ex-

tracted image-based descriptors are used as inputs to the CNN, and several types of net-

work structures and/or input/output architectures together with loss functions have been

discussed. These approaches only focus on a single task, where one type of label is used

for CNN training.

Another approach for CNN-based methods is to incorporate multiple labels, typified by

multi-task learning, where multiple labels/information associated with different tasks are

used for CNN training and construction. Several researchers in a number of fields have
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reported that the accuracy of the main task is improved by incorporating labels of different

tasks together with those of the main task (e.g., [Zh14, Fu16, EY18, MYF19]). Multiple

labels have also been incorporated in gait recognition; Marı́n et al. proposed multi-task

learning for gait recognition by incorporating labels associated with age, gender and iden-

tity [Ma17]. They reported that this can contribute to faster training and can achieve better

accuracy than that of a single task.

Fig. 1: (left) Network structure of GEINet. (right) Network structure of extended GEINet.

Incorporation of multiple labels can be effective for gait recognition, but the limitations

of this method are that it necessitates extra labels for the target data, and appropriate sub-

tasks are unknown in advance. In the case where the target data is annotated with several

types of labels, this method is applicable, but it is unclear if available annotated label are

useful for the target main task. And in the case where no extra annotated label is available,

this method is not applicable; in order to apply it, we would need to annotate the data with

labels even though we do not know what kind of label is appropriate for the main task.

In order to relax these limitations, in this paper, we consider incorporating pseudo labels

for gait recognition. Our idea is that we generate virtual sub-tasks by annotating each

item of data with a pseudo label, and use the virtual task to improve the accuracy of the

main task. We focus on a CNN-based gait feature extractor named GEINet [Sh16] shown

in Fig.1 (left), and extend GEINet using additional labels, as shown in Fig.1 (right). By

this extension, we show the potential of pseudo labels for gait recognition 5. Unlike the

majority of image-based recognition tasks, output class labels of a CNN are not used in

person recognition tasks, because available class labels for training are different from those

for testing.

The contributions of this paper are summarized in the following three points:

• We propose an extended gait feature extractor incorporating extra labels. With real

labels, we can extract features by considering additional labels, and can improve the

gait recognition accuracy.

• We propose incorporating pseudo labels in the feature extractor and show that, by

doing so, we can achieve an accuracy improvement comparable to that achieved

with real labels associated with age and gender. This result is interesting because a

pseudo label has no semantic meaning, but it can contribute to accuracy improve-

ment if the label is annotated based on some constraint. Moreover, this approach has

the significant advantage that annotation of additional labels for sub-tasks is unnec-

essary. This advantage is extremely promising, because we can apply this framework

to all CNN-based feature extractors without having to prepare costly additional an-

notations.

5 In this paper, we use GEINet as a backbone model, We can extend any type of backbone models using the same

way.
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• We can further improve the gait recognition accuracy by incorporating pseudo la-

bels in addition to real labels, such as age and gender, or other pseudo labels. This

result implies that there is a possibility of generating an optimal virtual sub-task by

combining multiple virtual tasks.

2 Incorporation of extra label for recognition

Feature extracted from network

We focus on GEINet [Sh16] (shown in Fig. 1 (legt)) as a gait feature extractor. A GEI is

input to GEINet, and the output of the full connection layer (fc3 in Fig. 1 (left)) is used

as a gait feature vector. Based on this GEINet, extended GEINet (exGEINet) is generated

by adding an extra subnetwork in parallel with the original network, as shown in Fig. 1

(right). The input to the added network is the same GEI as that input to GEINet, and output

labels associated with the added network are set depending on the sub-tasks.

Let Ffc3(x;Ω) be a feature vector (column vector) extracted from exGEINet with pa-

rameter set Ω associated with an input GEI x. Let f fc3
n (·;ωi) ∈ R

Kn be the output column

vector from fc3 of the n-th subnetwork with parameter ωn, which is associated with he n-th

task, where Kn is the number of components in fc3 of the n-th subnetwork. When we con-

sider N tasks including the main task (the main task corresponds to the 1st subnetwork),

the feature extracted from input x is described by

Ffc3(x;Ω) =

[

f fc3
1 (x;ω1)T, f fc3

2 (x;ω2)T, ..., f fc3
N (x;ωN)T

]

, (1)

where superscript “T” denotes the transposition operator. The dimension of the extracted

feature is
∑

n Kn.

Extra label for sub-tasks

As is clear from (1), the extracted feature is heavily dependent on the employed sub-

tasks. Therefore, selection of the sub-tasks is a crucial issue for exGEINet. A simple so-

lution to this issue is to select related real tasks heuristically. For example, gender classi-

fication and/or age-group classification can be candidates for gait recognition, as reported

in [Ma17] if these labels are available. This solution is satisfactory, and as reported in

Section 3, each of these tasks can improve the accuracy of the main task. This shows the

efficiency of exGEINet. At the same time, a question arises: what kind of sub-tasks are

useful for improving the accuracy of the main task. In order to find a clue, we consider not

only real tasks, but also virtual tasks. Labels of the virtual tasks have no semantic meaning;

each label is assigned following some rules.

In order to realize the virtual task, we first set the number of classes Nn associated with

the n-th task, and then automatically annotate each item of data with a class label under

the constraint that the data originating from the same subject must have the same label;

in other words, we annotate each subject with a random label. Here different subjects can

have the same label for a task, but one subject does not have a different label for a task. We

refer to this constraint as the subject constraint in this paper. This constraint is important

for the person recognition task.
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Training

LetDn be the training dataset of the n-th subnetwork that is composed of M pairs of data

xm and label lnm associated with the n-th task. In the case of a real task, lnm is an annotated

one-hot vector for data xm, and in the virtual task, lnm is also a one-hot vector in which the

hot label is assigned randomly under the subject constraint.

In order to set the parameter ωn of the subnetwork for the n-th task, including the main

task, we optimize the following loss function, Ln(ωn;Dn), independently:

Ln(ωn;Dn) = −

M
∑

m=1

Nn
∑

i=1

δ(lnm)i,1 log f i
n(xm;ωn). (2)

Here, fn(x;ωn) is an output vector of the softmax function associated with the n-th subnet-

work against input x, and f i
n(x;ωn) and (lnm)i are the i-th component of the output vector

and the i-th component of the one-hot vector (lnm), respectively. δ is the Kronecker delta

function with two variables. One of the variables is set to 1 in (2), and δ becomes 1 only

when (lnm)i = 1. We denote the optimized parameter set of the n-th task as ω∗n. It should

be noted that training of each subnetwork is completely independent, and therefore, this

approach is different from soft parameter sharing like that in [Du15, YH17].

Matching

Let xg and xp be the gallery GEI and the probe GEI, respectively. In the person recogni-

tion task, we extract features using exGEINet and make a decision based on a dissimilarity

score calculated from two input features. The dissimilarity score between two GEIs xg and

xp is computed by

d(xp, xg;Ω∗) =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ffc3(xp;Ω∗)−Ffc3(xp;Ω∗)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
, (3)

where Ω∗ =
(

ω∗
1
,ω∗

2
, ...,ω∗

N

)

and || · ||2 means L2 norm. The dissimilarity score between the

input probe and each stored gallery is calculated, and calculated dissimilarity scores are

used for person identification.

3 Experiment

Dataset

A subset of the OU-ISIR gait database comprising the large population dataset (OU-

LP) [Iw12] was used for evaluation. A subset of OU-LP was composed of silhouette im-

age sequences from 1912 subjects with four different azimuth viewing angles: 55, 65, 75

and 85 deg. At each viewing angle and each subject, two silhouette image sequences were

available, and age and gender labels of each subject were also available.

For accuracy evaluation, we divided subjects in the dataset into two groups: training

subjects and test subjects. GEIs associated with the training subjects were used to train

parameters of exGEINet, and GEIs associated with the test subjects were used for ide-

tification accuracy evaluation. It should be noted that there was no overlap between the

training subjects and the test subjects.
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Implementation

The layer configuration of each subnetwork is summarized in table 1. For the number of

components of fc3, Kn, associated with the n-th task, we set Kn = 1024 for all of the tasks.

exGEINet is composed of N subnetworks, and we varied the number of subnetworks from

1 (this corresponds to GEINet) to 4 (one main task + three sub-tasks). The size of the

input GEI was set to 88×128 pixels. GEINet and exGEINet were trained and tested using

Caffe [Ji14].

Tab. 1: Layer configuration of subnetworks for exGEINet.

Layer #Kernels Size/stride Activation Pooling

conv1 18 7×7×1/1 ReLU -

pool1 - 2×2/2 - Max pooling

conv2 45 5×5×18/1 ReLU -

pool2 - 3×3/2 - Max pooling

Sub-tasks

We considered the following four real tasks and three virtual tasks for the evaluation. For

the real tasks, the following labels were used for construction of the subnetworks.

• Gender [2 classes]: Male (M), and Female (F)

• Life-stage (Ls) [6 classes]): (0-5), (6-14), (15-29), (30-44), (45-64), (over 65)

• Age group (Ag) [9 classes]: (0-9), (10-19), (20-29), (30-39), (40-49), (50-59), (60-

69), (70-79), (over 80)

• Gender×Age group (GAg) [17 classes]6

For the virtual tasks, we set the number of classes to 6, 9 and 18 so that the number of

classes associated with the virtual tasks corresponded to those of real tasks. We refer to

these tasks as Rd6, Rd9, and Rd18, respectively. It should be noted that the labels for the

virtual tasks were assigned randomly under the subject constraint. There was no common

attribute among the data with the same class label.

Experimental results

We set the viewing angle of the gallery to 85 deg and evaluated cross-view identification

accuracy by changing the viewing angle of the probe to 55, 65, 75 and 85 deg. For evalua-

tion, we measured rank-1 identification rates and analysed the impact of each sub-task on

the main task.

The rank-1 results are summarized in Table 2, and Fig. 2, and 3. From these results, we

can observe the following:

1. When we considered a real task GAg, rank-1 improved in many cross-view settings.

In particular, the accuracy on similar view settings was improved, as shown in Fig. 2

(left). These results show that incorporation of extra labels associated with age and

gender could contribute to improved identification accuracy.

2. A virtual task with pseudo extra labels could contribute to improved accuracy in

the majority of cross-view settings. In particular, Rd18 achieved much better accu-

6 Originally this must be 18 classes, but data associated with “female over 80” was not included in the training

data, and we considered 17 classes by removing this class.
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Tab. 2: Rank-1 identification rates [%] when the viewing angle of the gallery was 85 deg.

Viewing angle of probe [deg]

Tasks (#class of sub-task) 55 65 75 85

ID only 79.9 90.6 93.8 94.7

ID+gender (2) 78.2 91.5 94.6 95.8

ID+Ls (6) 79.1 91.9 94.6 95.8

ID+Ag (9) 80.3 91.9 95.0 95.9

ID+GAg (17) 80.8 92.0 95.0 96.2

ID+Rd6 (6) 80.2 92.1 94.7 96.0

ID+Rd9 (9) 80.8 90.2 95.1 96.2

ID+Rd18 (18) 82.6 93.8 95.8 96.5

ID+Gendar+Rd18 (2+18) 82.8 93.8 95.8 96.6

ID+Ag+Rd18 (9+18) 83.8 94.0 96.3 96.9

ID+GAg+Rd18 (2+9+18) 83.9 94.1 96.6 97.1

ID+Rd6+Rd18 (6+18) 84.1 94.0 96.1 96.8

ID+Rd9+Rd18 (9+18) 85.1 94.3 96.5 96.9

ID+Rd6+Rd9+Rd18 (6+9+18) 85.4 94.3 96.7 97.0

racy improvement. We observed the trend that virtual tasks with a larger number of

classes tended to achieve better accuracy, as shown in Fig. 2 (right). An interesting

observation is that virtual tasks with pseudo labels achieved accuracy comparable to

or better than real tasks with age or gender, as shown in Fig. 2 (right). These results

show that age or gender is not an optimal extra label for gait identification.

3. By combining a real sub-task and a virtual sub-task together with the main task,

the identification accuracy was further improved. For example, the identification

accuracy was improved from 79.9 % to 83.9 % in a setting where the viewing angle

of the probe was 55 deg and the viewing angle of the gallery was 85 deg by a

combination of ID, GAg, and Rd18. Moreover, combining virtual tasks together

with the main task achieved the best or the second-best accuracy. This result shows

the possibility that we can generate a more appropriate virtual task by combining

multiple pseudo labels.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on a CNN-based gait feature extractor for person identification,

and we propose an extended CNN-based feature extractor called exGEINet by incorporat-

ing extra labels. For the extra labels, we consider pseudo labels together with real labels

such as gender and age, and we evaluate the efficiency of exGEINet. Experimental results

using the OULP gait dataset showed that not only the labels associated with real tasks

but also pseudo labels can contribute to improved accuracy of gait recognition. Moreover,

incorporating multiple extra labels can achieve a further improvement.
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Fig. 2: Impact of incorporating one-type of extra label for gait identification: (left) when the viewing

angle of the probe was 85 deg and the viewing angle of the gallery was 85 deg. (right) when the

viewing angle of the probe was 55 deg and the viewing angle of the gallery was 85 deg.

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

ID+Rd6+Rd9+Rd18

ID+Rd9+Rd18

ID+Rd9

ID+Ag+Rd18

ID+Ag

ID+gender+Rd18

ID+gender

ID

Rank-1 (probe: 55 vs gallery: 85)

Fig. 3: Impact of incorporating multiple extra labels for gait identification when the viewing angle

of the probe was 55 deg and the viewing angle of the gallery was 85 deg.

In the case where we use labels associated with real tasks, additional manual annotation

or additional information is necessary, but in the case where we use pseudo labels, we can

produce multiple types of pseudo labels without manual annotation. This is an advantage

of incorporating pseudo labels, because we can generate different types of virtual tasks by

combining multiple pseudo labels.

This is the first step of our research; we only consider randomly selected pseudo labels,

and simply concatenate multiple subnetworks for the feature extractor. The number of fc3

associated with each subnetwork is fixed, and the number of classes in each task is set

heuristically. We plan to tackle these issues in future work.
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